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ABSTRACT Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) is a central factor in establishing and maintaining the repressive heterochromatin
state. To elucidate its mobility and interactions, we conducted a comprehensive analysis on different time and length scales by
ﬂuorescence ﬂuctuation microscopy in mouse cell lines. The local mobility of HP1a and HP1b was investigated in densely
packed pericentric heterochromatin foci and compared with other bona ﬁde euchromatin regions of the nucleus by ﬂuorescence
bleaching and correlation methods. A quantitative description of HP1a/b in terms of its concentration, diffusion coefﬁcient, kinetic
binding, and dissociation rate constants was derived. Three distinct classes of chromatin-binding sites with average residence
times tres % 0.2 s (class I, dominant in euchromatin), 7 s (class II, dominant in heterochromatin), and ~2 min (class III, only in
heterochromatin) were identiﬁed. HP1 was present at low micromolar concentrations at heterochromatin foci, and required
histone H3 lysine 9 methylases Suv39h1/2 for two- to fourfold enrichment at these sites. These ﬁndings impose a number of
constraints for the mechanism by which HP1 is able to maintain a heterochromatin state.doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.08.057INTRODUCTION
The organization of the DNA genome in the nucleus by
histones and other chromosomal proteins is controlled by
epigenetic regulatory networks that modulate the accessi-
bility of the DNA for transcription, DNA repair, and replica-
tion machineries. At the resolution of the light microscope,
two different compaction states of chromatin can be distin-
guished: the denser and transcriptionally repressed hetero-
chromatin, and the more open and biologically active
euchromatin (1,2). These functional states are established
via the highly dynamic recruitment of histones and other
chromosomal proteins, as well as covalent modifications of
histones and DNA. Heterochromatin is characterized by its
high content of repetitive DNA elements and repressive
epigenetic marks such as DNA methylation and di- or trime-
thylation of the histone H3 lysine residues 9 and 27
(H3K9me2/3 and H3K27me2/3) and the histone H4 lysine
residue 20 (H4K20me2/3), as well as hypoacetylation of
histones. Large regions of heterochromatin are located at
and around the centromeres and at the telomeres. In mouse
cells, clusters of pericentric heterochromatin can be easily
identified on microscopic images due to their intense staining
by 40,6-diaminidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The corre-
sponding loci are also referred to as chromocenters and
comprise A/T-rich repetitive sequences around the centro-
mere (3).
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0006-3495/09/12/2876/10 $2.00Heterochromatin formation is mediated by multiple path-
ways that trigger de novo DNA methylation, modification of
histone tails, and alteration of nucleosome positions or integ-
rity. A central factor in establishing and maintaining the
heterochromatic state is heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1).
HP1 is evolutionary highly conserved, and homologs have
been found from yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) to
humans (4–6). The ability of HP1 to induce large-scale chro-
matin compaction has been demonstrated in a mammalian
cell line (7). Three HP1 isoforms in mouse and humans are
known: HP1a, HP1b, and HP1g. These isoforms are similar
in terms of amino acid sequence and structural organization,
but differ in their nuclear localization. The two dominant
species, HP1a and HP1b, are primarily (but not exclusively)
associated with heterochromatin and colocalize in mouse
cells, whereas HP1g localizes to a larger extent to euchro-
matin as well (5,8,9). In euchromatin, the HP1-associated
silencing occurs via the formation of small repressive chro-
matin domains, partly independently of the histone methyl-
transferase Suv39h1 but in association with the JmjC
domain-containing histone H3K36 demethylase dKDM4A
(4,10,11). HP1 contains an N-terminal chromo-domain (CD)
and a C-terminal chromoshadow-domain (CSD) connected
by a flexible linker region. The CD interacts specifically
with H3 histone tails that carry the K9me2/3 modification
(12,13). Numerous interaction partners of HP1 have been re-
ported in the literature, including Suv39h1, the linker histone
variant H1.4, theDNAmethyltransferases Dnmt1 andDnmt3,
and noncoding RNAs (2,6). In addition, HP1 is also able to
form homo- or heteromultimers of its different isoforms
(14,15). In a current model, heterochromatin assembly is
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and at the same time it interacts with Suv39h1/2 via the CSD.
This feedback loop of HP1 binding-mediated H3K9methyla-
tion promotes HP1 binding to adjacent nucleosomes and
would provide a mechanism for the maintenance of hetero-
chromatin as well as heterochromatin spreading (1,2,16).
Noninvasive methods based on optical high-resolution
microscopy are ideally suited to probe themobility and interac-
tions of nuclear proteins in living cells. A frequently used
method is fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP), in which the fluorescence in a part of the cell is
bleached and the redistribution back to the equilibrium state
is recorded. The resulting recovery data contain information
about the diffusion and binding processes of the labeled
proteins. The initial FRAP studies of HP1 revealed that the
protein is highlymobile in the nucleus and in frequent turnover
between its chromatin-bound state and the freely mobile state
in the nucleoplasm (17,18). In those experiments, halftimes
of the FRAP recovery curves of 0.6–10 s for the freely mobile
state and 2.5–50 s for the chromatin-bound state were deter-
mined. Further studies conducted with different cell types
confirmed the high mobility of HP1 in euchromatin as well
as in heterochromatin (8,19,20). Subsequently, more detailed
FRAPanalyses andkineticmodeling studies ofHP1concluded
that the nuclear HP1 pool can be separated into at least three
fractions: a highly mobile fraction; a less mobile, transiently
binding fraction; and a smaller immobilized fraction (15,21).
From FRAP studies of yeast, a model was derived that had
differences in the kinetic on and off rates of HP1 binding to
the unmethylated and the methylated nucleosome state (21).
Although these studies provided awealth of information, the
classical FRAP approach is limited in its spatial and temporal
resolution, and information on localmobility on the subsecond
timescale is not easily accessible. Here, we investigated the
diffusion and interaction behavior ofHP1a andHP1b in living
cells with a complementary set of fluorescence fluctuation
microscopy approaches that included FRAP, continuous fluo-
rescence photobleaching (CP), fluorescence loss in photo-
bleaching (FLIP), and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS). Together, these techniques provide a comprehensive
description of the spatially resolved mobility of the two
proteins (22). From a quantitative analysis of the data accord-
ing to a reaction-diffusion model, we derived a model for the
interaction of HP1a/bwith chromatin that dissects differences
in its binding to heterochromatin and euchromatin. The
increased binding affinity to heterochromatin was dependent
on the presence of the Suv39h1/2 methylase. This demon-
strates the existence of a direct linkage between an epigenetic
modification and the interaction affinity of the corresponding
readout protein in living mammalian cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were conductedwith green fluorescent protein (GFP) constructs
of mouse HP1a and HP1b, and a red fluorescent Suv39h1 fusion protein(TagRFP-Suv39h1) in themurine NIH 3T3 fibroblast cell line or in immortal-
ized mouse embryonic fibroblasts (iMEF). For HP1a the cell line 3T3-HP1a
was used, inwhich one allele of theHP1a genewas replaced by aGFP-HP1a-
coding sequence driven by amouse PGKpromoter. HP1bwas introduced via
transient transfection. The contribution of the Suv39h1/2 methylases on
HP1b mobility was studied in an iMEF double null mutant (iMEF-dn) cell
line that had the Suv39h1 and Suv39h2 genes disrupted, and lacked H3K9
di- and trimethylation in pericentric heterochromatin (23).
Proﬁle FRAP
For profile FRAP (pFRAP), the fluorescence intensity profile was deter-
mined for each picture of the time series perpendicular to a strip (3 mm
wide) that was bleached through the nucleus to follow the broadening of
the bleach profile due to diffusion (24). The data were analyzed with
a confined diffusion model.
Intensity-based FRAP experiments
The time evolution of the intensity integrated over the bleach spot was
recorded (24), and the resulting data sets were analyzed according to the
theoretical framework developed by McNally and co-workers (25). The
data were fitted to a diffusion model, a binding model, or a reaction-diffusion
model that incorporates both diffusion and binding processes.
CP and FLIP
In the CP experiments, the decay of the fluorescence signal to the dynamic
equilibrium of photobleaching, diffusion, and chromatin dissociation/associ-
ation of GFP-HP1a was used to derive the kinetic dissociation rate (24,26).
In the FLIP experiments, the fluorescence loss within heterochromatin and
euchromatin regions was monitored between repetitive bleach pulses at
distant regions from the bleach spot within the same nucleus (27).
FCS
The FCS experiments were conducted as described previously (24). The data
were fitted to a one- or two-component anomalous diffusion model, which is
characterized by a nonlinear time dependency of the mean-squared particle
displacement given by the anomaly parameter a. Alternatively, a two-
species model was applied in which the first component followed anomalous
diffusion and the second component was assumed to be bound to a slowly
and confinedly moving lattice.
A detailed description of all methods used and the data analyses of the
FRAP, CP, FLIP, and FCS experiments is given in the Supporting Material.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
HP1 is a central factor in establishing and maintaining a bio-
logically inactive heterochromatin state (1,2). To describe the
spatially resolved mobility and binding interactions of HP1a
and HP1b, we applied a set of complementary fluorescence
fluctuation microscopy methods (i.e., FRAP, CP, FLIP, and
FCS). In the first pioneering FRAP studies of HP1, a fast tran-
sition between the free and chromatin-bound states of the
protein was observed (17,18). Subsequent studies identified
fractions of differently mobile molecules and calculated
kinetic rates (8,15,19–21). The highly dynamic nature of
the HP1-chromatin interaction raises the question as to how
HP1 can mediate the formation of a stable heterochromatin
state, and how its mode of interaction differs between euchro-
matin and heterochromatin. That issue was addressed in thisBiophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885
2878 Mu¨ller et al.study. Since for HP1 the time to associate with a binding site is
fast as compared to the time to diffuse across the bleach spot,
both the binding kinetics and the diffusion must be accounted
for in the quantitative description of the FRAP recovery curves
(28). Accordingly, we took advantage of previous advance-
ments in the analysis of FRAP data (25) to dissect the contri-
bution of diffusion and binding interactions. Furthermore,
FCS experiments with high spatial and temporal resolution
were conducted to obtain additional data for the extractionBiophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885of mobility and interaction parameters, as well as valuable
information on the spatially resolved protein concentrations.
HP1a and HP1b are localized in heterochromatin
foci at a 2–4 fold higher concentration than in
euchromatin
GFP-HP1a and the TagRFP/GFP-HP1b fusion protein were
enriched in the pericentric heterochromatin foci (Fig. 1, A–C).A
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FIGURE 1 Localization of HP1 in the nucleus of 3T3 cells and iMEFs. HP1a was enriched in pericentric heterochromatin foci that are identified by
increased DAPI staining. The scale bar is 10 mm. (A) Transfection of 3T3-HP1a cells with TagRFP-Suv39h1 reveals the colocalization of the two proteins.
(B) Anti-H3K9me3 immunostaining shows that HP1a colocalizes with the H3K9me3 modification. (C) In iMEF-wt cells, GFP-HP1b and the histone H3 lysine
9 trimethylation mark colocalize in pericentric heterochromatin, as in the 3T3-HP1a cell line. (D) The iMEF-dn double null mutant lacking the H3K9 histone
methyltransferases Suv39h1 and Suv39h2 displays no trimethylation at the chromocenters, and the HP1b distribution is diffuse.
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localization with the HP1a-enriched chromocenters (Fig. 1 B)
and the Suv39h1 histone methyltransferase (Fig. 1 A). When
we compared the iMEF wild-type cells (iMEF-wt) with the
iMEF-dn mutant for Suv39h1/2 (Fig. 1, C and D), it was
apparent that in the double null cells the H3K9me3 modifica-
tionwas absent and thatHP1bwas distributed homogeneously
in the nucleus and no longer targeted to the chromocenters
(23). It should be noted that these persisted in the absence of
HP1 binding and the H3K9me3 modification, which can be
seen in the DAPI stain.
We evaluated the HP1 protein density and the DNA
density (via DAPI staining) within euchromatin and hetero-
chromatin regions in 3T3-HP1a cells by calculating the
average fluorescence intensity within a defined region of
interest. The DAPI staining showed a 2.05 0.3-fold higher
intensity in heterochromatin as compared to euchromatin.
The enrichment of the GFP-HP1a signal in the heterochro-
matin fociwas 2.050.3-fold, and forGFP-HP1b it was 4.45
1.3-fold compared to euchromatin. Thus, only a moderate
enrichment of HP1a and b in heterochromatin as compared
to euchromatin was apparent in this type of analysis.
Spatial pFRAP analysis demonstrates
a signiﬁcant contribution of diffusion
to the recovery curves
We investigated the contributions of diffusion and binding to
the recovery kinetics of HP1a by bleaching a strip through
the cell nucleus and evaluating the time evolution of the
intensity profile (Fig. 2). For a purely binding-dominant
recovery, the boundary of the bleached region would remain
essentially unchanged and the reequilibration of the fluores-
cence intensity would proceed via an increase of the ampli-
tude of the bleach profile (24). For HP1a and HP1b, theshape of the initially rectangular bleach profile broadened.
Thus, diffusion made a significant contribution to the redis-
tribution process, which was well described by a confined
diffusion model according to the equations in the Supporting
Material. The resulting diffusion coefficient Dglobal ¼ 1.45
0.3 mm2 s1 (Fig. 2, B and C, and Table 1) represents the
averaged nuclear mobility of HP1a. It includes the contribu-
tion of transient binding events that manifest themselves as
a reduction of the apparent diffusion coefficient, whereas
more long-lived interactions were insignificant during the
relatively short data acquisition time of 5.6 s. This is
apparent when we compare the value Dglobal ¼ 1.4 5 0.3
mm2 s1 with the expected mobility of free HP1 monomer
and dimer with and without GFP label as calculated from
all-atom model structures (Table S1). Including a correction
to the ~3.5-fold higher effective viscosity within the cell, this
yields values of 19.6 mm2 s1 and 17.5 mm2 s1 for HP1
dimers carrying one and two GFP tags, respectively, and
22.3 mm2 s1 for a GFP-HP1 monomer. Thus, for the
evaluation of the HP1 FRAP recovery curves, both diffusion
and binding make significant contributions and have to be
taken into account explicitly, as previously concluded (29).
FRAP experiments identify differences in HP1
binding to euchromatin and heterochromatin
that depend on the Suv39h1/2 methylase
To identify differences in the diffusion kinetics and binding
of HP1 in euchromatin and heterochromatin, we performed
FRAP experiments. Spherical regions of the dimension of
heterochromatin foci with an effective diameter of 1.9 mm
were bleached in either heterochromatin or euchromatin
(Fig. 3 A and Table 1). The redistribution of fluorescently
labeled HP1 was recorded in sequential imaging scans and
plotted versus time (Fig. 3 B). This intensity-based 
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FIGURE 2 Boundary shape analysis
in pFRAP. (A) Time series in which
a rectangular region across the nucleus
was bleached. Selected images of the
time series are shown. Scale bar: 5
mm. For the analysis, the intensity was
averaged in parallel to the bleach region
and subsequently the corresponding
profile perpendicular to it was plotted.
(B) Intensity profiles for pre- and post-
bleach time points and the correspond-
ing fit curves. (C) The profiles of 50
postbleach curves were analyzed with
a confined diffusion model.Biophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885
2880 Mu¨ller et al.TABLE 1 FRAP analysis of HP1a and HP1b
3T3-HP1a NIH 3T3 HP1b iMEF-wt HP1b iMEF-dn HP1b *
Euchromatiny Heterochromatinz Euchromatiny Heterochromatinz Euchromatiny Heterochromatinz
Dapp
y,z (mm2 s1) 0.135 0.03 0.95 0.5 0.245 0.06 1.5 5 0.7 0.45 0.1 2.35 0.4 0.4 5 0.1
koff
z (s1) — 0.155 0.04 — 0.4 5 0.1 — 0.65 0.1 —
k*on
z (s1) — 0.415 0.12 — 2.0 5 0.6 — 1.75 0.1 —
Freez (%) — 245 3 — 18 5 8 — 255 2 —
Boundz (%) — 655 3 — 74 5 8 — 755 2 —
fim
y,z (%) 15 2 115 4 25 2 8 5 5 25 2 75 3 15 1
Dglobal
x (mm2s1) 1.45 0.3 0.95 0.1 n. d.{ n. d.{
Measurements were conducted with the stable 3T3-HP1a cell line, with GFP-HP1b transiently transfected into NIH 3T3 cells, the wild-type mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (iMEF-wt), or the iMEF-dn cells that are double null for the histone methylases Suv39h1 and Suv39h2. Errors correspond to a 95% confidence
interval. See also the Supporting Material.
*In these cells, HP1 did not colocalize with the chromocenters, although they were still present as evident from the DAPI staining (Fig. 1 D). Measurements
were conducted both in chromocenters as identified by a histone H2A-mRFP1 chromatin signal and in adjacent decondensed chromatin regions. The results
were indistinguishable with respect to the values determined for Dapp and the immobile fraction, and were well described by a diffusion-only model as applied
to euchromatin in the three other cell lines (see below). Accordingly, only the average value of measurements at both dense and open chromatin locations is
given for the iMEF-dn cell line.
yGFP-HP1 mobility in euchromatin is well described by a diffusion-dominant model that has only Dapp and the immobile fraction fim as fit parameters. The
value of the apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp also includes some contribution of transient binding to HP1 mobility.
zIn heterochromatin, a reaction-diffusion model was applied in the data analysis (see text). The values for the iMEF-wt cells were obtained by fitting the average
of 24 FRAP measurements.
xEffective diffusion coefficient Dglobal is an average over different chromatin domains and was obtained by pFRAP analysis, in which a strip through the
nucleus is bleached.
{Not determined.evaluation of FRAP measurements demonstrated that HP1a
in the 3T3-HP1a cell line was highlymobile within the nucle-
oplasm, especially in euchromatin domains, and somewhat
less mobile in the heterochromatin foci. Whereas in euchro-
matin the recovery of bleached GFP-HP1a/b was complete
in 60 s, in heterochromatin a 10% fraction was identified
that was immobilized during this time period (Table 1).
To gain additional quantitative information about the
distribution of diffusive or transiently binding fractions, we
applied three different models to the analysis of the FRAP
data: 1), the diffusion-dominant model (Fig. S1, A and D)
assuming that proteins are freely mobile; 2), the reaction-
dominant model (Fig. S1, B and E), in which diffusion is
assumed to be very fast compared to binding on the timescale
of the FRAP measurement; and 3), the diffusion-reaction
model, which considers contributions from both binding
and diffusion on similar timescales (Fig. S1, C and F). The
quality of the fit to the three different models was evaluated
by a statistical F-test (Supporting Material). In euchromatin
(Fig. S1, A–C) the best model was the diffusion-dominant
model, and for HP1a in euchromatin Dapp ¼ 0.13 5
0.03 mm2 s1 was obtained. The low value of the apparent
diffusion coefficientDapp reflects the contribution of transient
binding events. Under the condition that kon tD >> 1, the
binding contribution cannot be dissected from the diffusion
term. In this case, the recovery curve can be described by
a diffusion-dominant model with a reduced diffusion coeffi-
cient Dapp ¼ D=ð1þ kon=koffÞ. A lower boundary value of
koff ¼ 6.2 s1 was determined by comparing the fit quality
of simulated recovery curves for different koff values (Sup-
porting Material).Biophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885For the more complex dynamics of GFP-HP1a in hetero-
chromatin, the diffusion-reaction model resulted in a signifi-
cantly better fit (Fig. S1, D–F). The diffusion coefficient
was determined to be Dapp¼ 0.95 0.5 mm2 s1 for the frac-
tion of mobile molecules (~24%5 3%). The interacting frac-
tion comprised 65%5 3% and had a dissociation constant of
koff¼ 0.155 0.04 s1 corresponding to an average residence
time of tres ¼ 7 s in the chromatin-bound state (tres ¼ 1/koff;
Table 1). For the 11%5 4% fraction of immobilized HP1a
molecules, the tres ~2 min was estimated from FRAP experi-
ments in which the recovery was monitored over 5 min.
Measurements of HP1b mobility in euchromatin and
heterochromatin of iMEF-wt cells yielded results very similar
to those obtained with the NIH 3T3 cells (Table 1). In partic-
ular, for heterochromatin, a fraction that was immobile on
the minute scale was detected and a reaction-diffusion model
was required to describe the data with Dapp ¼ 2.3 5 0.4
mm2 s1 and koff ¼ 0.6 5 0.1 s1 as compared to Dapp ¼
1.55 0.7 mm2 s1 and koff¼ 0.45 0.1 s1 in NIH 3T3 cells.
In contrast, HP1b mobility and chromatin interactions were
very different in the iMEF-dn cell line that lacks Suv39h1/2
and H3K9 trimethylation in pericentric heterochromatin, and
exhibits a homogeneous distribution of HP1b in the nucleus
(Fig. 1 D). Measurements were conducted in both open and
dense chromatin regions as identified by a histone H2A-
mRFP1 chromatin signal. Within both nuclear subcompart-
ments, HP1b mobility was indistinguishable in the FRAP
experiments and almost identical to that observed in the
euchromatic regions of NIH 3T3 and iMEF-wt cells. The
mobility was well described by a diffusion model with
Dapp¼ 0.45 0.1 mm2 s1 and a negligible immobile fraction
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FIGURE 3 Diffusion and interaction analysis of HP1a
in euchromatin and heterochromatin in 3T3-HP1a cells.
(A) A circular region of interest with an effective diameter
of 1.9 mm was bleached, and selected images of a time
series are shown. The measurement was done within
a heterochromatin focus and the insets show a zoomed
image of the bleached area. The scale bar is 5 mm. (B) A
comparison of the quantitative FRAP analysis in euchro-
matin and heterochromatin reveals a higher mobility in
euchromatin. The curves represent average values from at
least 10 cells.(Table 1). This is likely the result of both the absence of the
methylases themselves and the corresponding lack of the
H3K9me3 modification in pericentric heterochromatin. It
was previously shown that the H3K9me2/3 modification
increases the binding affinity of the HP1 chromodomain to
a H3 tail peptide with a Kd of 2.5–4 mM (12,13). In addition,
since HP1 and Suv39 proteins interact with each other, the
binding of the two proteins to chromatin could be cooperative
(16,30,31). This is in agreement with previous studies in yeast
that reported an increase in the mobility of the HP1 family
protein Swi6 in a strain deficient of the Clr4 histone methyl-
transferase, which has structural and functional similarities
to the mammalian Suv39h1/2 proteins (21). Furthermore, it
was shown that the ability of Clr4 to bind to the H3K9me3
mark via its chromodomain is important for maintaining
heterochromatin, in addition to its catalytic histonemethylation
activity (32). Thus, it is concluded that the stronger-affinity
binding sites for HP1 in heterochromatin are characterized by
both the presence of the H3K9me2/3 modification and the
enrichment of Suv39h1/2 protein bound at these sites.
CP and FLIP experiments conﬁrm the FRAP
results obtained for HP1a binding
to heterochromatin
The point CP experiments allow for the analysis of slow
binding processes with better spatial resolution as comparedto FRAP. From the temporal behavior of the mostly biphasic
CP curves, the bound fraction and/or the dissociation rate or
residence time at binding sites can be derived. The fraction of
immobilized HP1 protein determined from FRAP experi-
ments was included as a fixed parameter to obtain a robust
fit value for the dissociation constant koff that was determined
from the slower-decaying part of the curve (Fig. S2 A). The
dissociation rate koff ¼ 0.12 5 0.04 s1 was measured,
which confirmed the results of the FRAP experiments with
koff ¼ 0.15 5 0.04 s1. In euchromatin, HP1a displayed
fast interactions with koff=a >> 1. In this case, the measure-
ment could not be decomposed into the bound and free
ligand fractions, and therefore no off-rate could be deter-
mined (26). Measurements in the cytoplasm showed only
a slow asymptotic decay (data not shown). This supports
the conclusion that HP1 is a freely mobile species in this
compartment.
The CP analysis was complemented with FLIP studies to
observe the dissociation of the more tightly bound HP1a
fraction. These experiments clearly revealed the differences
between HP1a binding in heterochromatin and euchromatin
in the 3T3-HP1a cell line (Fig. S2 B). After 10–20 s the
differences in the protein dissociation processes were clearly
visible in the bleaching curves. A maximum intensity differ-
ence of 8%5 2% was observed at 705 20 s. At this time
point, a significant fraction of the interacting HP1 moleculesBiophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885
2882 Mu¨ller et al.began to be replaced by bleached molecules. With FRAP, we
measured an 11% HP1a fraction immobilized for at least
60 s in heterochromatin, which can be assigned to the stably
bound HP1a fraction detected in the FLIP experiments.
FCS measurements of HP1 provide spatially
resolved effective diffusion coefﬁcients,
anomalous diffusion parameters,
and concentrations
To further dissect GFP-HP1 mobility and interactions with
better spatial and temporal resolution, we applied an FCS
analysis. Expressions for an anomalous diffusion model
with one or two components were found to best fit the auto-
correlation function (ACF). In the cytoplasm, HP1 mobility
was described by an anomalous diffusion model for a single,
monodisperse species (Fig. 4, and Fig. S3 A). A mean
diffusion time of tdiff¼ 3155 33 ms and an anomaly param-
eter of a ¼ 0.8 5 0.1 were determined corresponding to
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FIGURE 4 HP1a dynamics measured by FCS. (A) FCS experiments were
conducted with 3T3-HP1a cells in the indicated cellular regions. (B) The
normalized ACFs were fitted to an anomalous diffusion model (solid
line). A one-component fit of data measured in the cytoplasm, and two-
component fits of the euchromatin and heterochromatin data are displayed.Biophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885D¼ 235 2 mm2 s1 (Table 2). This is similar to a previously
reported measurement of D ¼ 265 2 mm2 s1 (15) and fits
very well with the value predicted for a GFP-HP1 monomer
ofD25C,cell¼ 22.3 mm2 s1 from hydrodynamic calculations
when accounting for a 3.5-fold viscosity increase in the cyto-
plasm as compared to water (22) (Table S1). For a GFP-
tagged HP1 dimer, somewhat lower values of 17–19 mm2
s1 are expected (Table S1). FCS measurements of free
GFP as a reference in the cytoplasm yielded D ¼ 24 5 5
mm2 s1. Thus, the comparison of the measured and calcu-
lated diffusion coefficients of GFP-HP1a and GFP alone
indicate that GFP-HP1a is monomeric in the cytoplasm.
The ACFs obtained in euchromatin and heterochromatin
required a two-component anomalous diffusion model, from
which the diffusion coefficients of a highly mobile fraction
and a second slow mobility fraction were extracted (Fig. 4,
and Fig. S3, C and D). In euchromatin, the first component
comprised 77%5 3% with t1,diff ¼ 9735 95 ms, D1 ¼ 7.7
5 0.8 mm2 s1 and a1 ¼ 0.815 0.04. The second fraction
moved significantly more slowly with a diffusion time of
455 16 ms and a > 1, corresponding to D2 ¼ 0.215 0.04
mm2 s1. The corresponding analysis in heterochromatin re-
vealed a considerably smaller fast-moving fraction
(~55% 5 4%) with a diffusion time of t1,diff ¼ 2.1 5 0.6
ms, D1 ¼ 3.9 5 0.9 mm2 s1 and a1 ¼ 0.9 5 0.1. Again
the second species was much slower, with t2,diff ¼ 223 5
69 ms (D2 ¼ 0.055 0.02 mm2 s1) and a > 1. An anomaly
parameter between one (free diffusion) and two (ballistic
movement) can arise from energy-driven directed motion.
For the determination of the anomaly parameter from FCS
measurements, a value of a > 1 can also originate from
confined diffusion (26). Therefore, a second model was used
in which all values for the first diffusive species were fixed
to the values obtained from the first fit and the second species
wasmodeledwith a spatially confinedmobility (Fig. S3,C and
D, dashed curves). This approach resulted in a fit of equally
good quality and diffusion coefficients of 0.205 0.05 mm2
s1 (euchromatin) and 0.04 5 0.01 mm2 s1 (heterochro-
matin) for the second species, which can be rationalized as
the confined mobility of a chromatin fiber with bound HP1.
The inverse proportionality between the ACF amplitude
and the protein concentration in FCS experiments was ex-
ploited to measure the concentration of GFP-HP1a in the
cytoplasm, euchromatin, andheterochromatin, yieldingvalues
of ccyt¼ 0.165 0.11 mM, ceu¼ 0.875 0.07 mM, and chet¼
2.1 5 0.3 mM, respectively (Table S2). To compare the
amount of fluorescently tagged GFP-HP1a and endogenously
produced HP1a, a quantitative Western blotting analysis was
performed (Fig. S3 B). The amount of GFP-HP1a was
measured to be 4.25 0.5-fold higher than that of the endog-
enous protein. This corresponds to a concentration of endoge-
nous HP1a monomer in the original untransfected 3T3 cell
line of ccyt ¼ 0.085 0.05 mM, ceu ¼ 0.415 0.05 mM, and
chet¼1.050.2mM.This is significantly lower than aprevious
estimate that reported one HP1 molecule per 15 nucleosomes
Dynamics and Interactions of HP1 2883TABLE 2 FCS measurements of HP1a and HP1b in NIH 3T3 cells
Cytoplasm* Euchromatiny Heterochromatiny
HP1a HP1b HP1a HP1b HP1a HP1b
D1 (mm
2 s1) 23.45 2.4 24.35 5.6 7.7 5 0.8 3.2 5 0.8 3.95 0.9 3.75 0.6
a1 0.835 0.05 0.745 0.05 0.815 0.04 0.795 0.06 0.885 0.12 0.835 0.08
D2 (mm
2 s1) — — 0.215 0.04 0.075 0.02 0.055 0.02 0.045 0.01
a2 — — >1 >1 >1 >1
Data were analyzed with a one- or two-component anomalous diffusion model. As a reference, the diffusion constant of GFP was measured to be D¼ 23.75
4.5 mm2 s1 in the cytoplasm (a¼ 0.975 0.04) andD¼ 21.55 4.8 mm2 s1 in the nucleus (a¼ 1.15 0.1). Euchromatin and heterochromatin regions were
not distinguishable in terms of the associated GFP mobility. See also the Supporting Material.
*The data for the HP1a and HP1b mobility in the cytoplasm were fit with a one-component anomalous diffusion model (D1, a1). (Error limits correspond to
a 95% confidence interval.)
yFor the nuclear fraction of HP1a and HP1b, a two-component model was required to describe the data. The faster-moving fraction with diffusion constant D1
displayed a subdiffusion behavior (a < 1), as expected for transient binding and/or diffusion in the presence of obstacles. For the second fraction, intensity
fluctuations were very slow and displayed a value of a > 1. A more detailed analysis of the associated intensity fluctuations revealed that they originate from
chromatin-bound molecules and can be described by a confined diffusion model.in a third instar larval nucleus in Drosophila, which would
correspond to a total HP1 concentration of ~10 mM (5,33,34).
Nevertheless, the micromolar concentration of HP1a could
be sufficient to induce the formation ofHP1 dimers via its chro-
moshadow domain, as inferred from in vitro experiments
(S. Kaltofen and K. Rippe, unpublished results). In addition,
it is conceivable that crowding effects, especially in the high-
density heterochromatin areas, as well as binding of HP1 to
chromatin could promote dimerization of the protein.
Bleaching and correlation data can be integrated
into a multiscale analysis of HP1 mobility
and interactions
From the analysis of HP1a and HP1b mobility at different
time and length scales, a comprehensive mobility picture
of HP1a/b in the nucleus was obtained. In heterochromatin,
FRAP experiments revealed a specifically binding HP1 frac-
tion with a dissociation rate koff ¼ 0.15 s1, a value that was
confirmed by CP experiments. This fraction was less abun-
dant in euchromatin, which suggests that it arises from inter-
actions with binding sites enriched in heterochromatin
(referred to as class II sites). The diffusion coefficient
for the mobile HP1 fraction in heterochromatin of Dapp ¼
0.95 0.5 mm2 s1 was in good agreement with the average
value determined by pFRAP analysis (Dglobal ¼
1.4 5 0.3 mm2 s1). The Dapp value reflects the free diffu-
sion together with transient binding interactions that are
too fast to be resolved (referred to here as class I sites). These
are present in both euchromatin and heterochromatin. Using
the FRAP data obtained in euchromatin, an upper boundary
for the class I residence time of 0.2 s was obtained. From the
FCS experiments, an effective diffusion coefficient of
Dapp ¼ 3.9 5 0.9 mm2 s1 for HP1 mobility that includes
binding to the class I sites was determined in heterochro-
matin. This value is equivalent to the FRAP value if the scale
dependence of the diffusion coefficient in the case of anom-
alous diffusion is taken into consideration (see the Support-
ing Material). Class II binding cannot be detected by FCSbecause the corresponding dissociation rate is larger than
the typical bleaching rate (HP1 is bound for 1/koff ¼ 7 s,
whereas bleaching is complete within 1–2 s).
In euchromatin, FRAP experiments yielded an apparent
diffusion coefficient of Dapp ¼ 0.135 0.03 mm2 s1, which
represents the HP1 mobility and interactions with binding
sites of class I and class II. Class II binding sites cannot be
resolved separately, which suggests that their contribution
is less significant than in heterochromatin. When the FRAP
data measured in euchromatin were fitted with a diffusion-
reaction model using koff ¼ 0.15 s1 of class II binding as
a fixed parameter, a very low local concentration of class
II binding sites was obtained, confirming this conclusion.
FCS experiments in euchromatin yielded an apparent diffu-
sion coefficient of 7.7 5 0.8 mm2 s1, which presumably
includes the interaction between HP1 and class I binding
sites. It is larger in euchromatin since the chromatin concen-
tration (and thus the concentration of class I binding sites) is
smaller than in heterochromatin, resulting in less HP1
binding and higher HP1 mobility. In addition, a 10% fraction
of HP1a/b was detected in heterochromatin that had an
average residence time of 2 min in the FRAP experiments.
The corresponding higher-affinity binding sites are referred
to here as class III binding sites.
In heterochromatin, the contribution of class II binding
sites can be separated to calculate the pseudo-equilibrium
constant K*eq ¼ k*on/koff ¼ kon [S]eq/koff, which includes
the free binding site concentration [S]eq, to be K*eq,II ¼ 2.7
(see the Supporting Material). The pseudo-affinity for the
class I binding sites can be determined based on the compar-
ison of the free and apparent diffusion coefficients that incor-
porates transient binding interactions. The free diffusion
coefficient was measured by FCS in the cytoplasm and
scaled appropriately to yield a value of K*eq,I ¼ 15, under
the assumption that the decrease in the apparent diffusion
coefficient is exclusively caused by binding interactions.
In euchromatin, binding to class I and class II cannot
be separated, resulting in an apparent diffusion coefficient
that contains both contributions. From the pseudo-bindingBiophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885
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FIGURE 5 Kinetic model of HP1 mobility and interac-
tions in the cell. A highly diffusive, noninteracting species
was found in the cytoplasm. Different fractions of HP1
molecules were detected within the nucleus. A highly
mobile fraction diffuses throughout the whole nucleus,
showing unspecific binding interactions (class I); some
HP1 molecules bind transiently but specifically to euchro-
matin or heterochromatin (class II); and a third fraction is
stably incorporated into chromatin, probably via interaction
with various binding partners (class III). Values for diffu-
sion coefficients and residence times are given for HP1a.constants determined in heterochromatin, and the effective
diffusion coefficient in euchromatin, relative fractions of
66% (class I) and 34% (class II) binding sites in euchromatin
are estimated. To convert pseudo-binding constants into true
binding affinities, the appropriate values of [S]eq must be
known. To a first approximation, one can assume that the
most abundant interaction partner of HP1 represented by the
class I binding sites is a nucleosome. Accordingly, [S]eq can
be related to the average nucleosome concentration of
140 mM (22). This would correspond to an affinity of Keq,I ¼
1.15 0.2 105 M1 for class I binding sites.
CONCLUSIONS
The data obtained here can be reconciled in the model de-
picted in Fig. 5. In the cytoplasm, highly mobile monomeric
HP1 was present. In the nucleus, three different binding sites
can be identified: 1), one binding site that is ubiquitously
present in chromatin (class I, tres % 0.2 s); 2), one stronger
binding site that is enriched in heterochromatin (class II,
tres¼ 7 s); and 3), the strongest binding site, which is present
only in heterochromatin (class III, tres ¼ 2 min). It is also
noteworthy that the ratio of class I to class II binding sites
is ~2:1 in euchromatin and 1:2 in heterochromatin. Thus,
the 2–4-fold enrichment of HP1a/b in heterochromatin orig-
inates from the twofold higher fraction of class II and the
additional class III binding sites. As discussed above, these
are likely to reflect an increase of the H3K9me2/3 modifica-
tions and/or the presence of Suv39h1/2 as an HP1-interacting
protein (12,13,16,30,31). The concentration of HP1a/b in
heterochromatin is in the low micromolar range and thus
represents only a very small fraction of transiently associated
protein as compared to the 200–300 mMnucleosome concen-
tration (22). This imposes a number of constraints for the
mechanism by which HP1, the Suv39h1/2 methylases, and
the H3K9me2/3 modification cooperate to maintain a stable
heterochromatin state that can cover several megabasepairs
of DNA.Biophysical Journal 97(11) 2876–2885SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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